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Photo opportunity of the Month
Bee Artistry
This month we feature the artistry of the bee
dances (see page 9), and the adjacent photo
shows more artistry. These beautiful soaring
geometric hives are located on a roof top in
urban Oslo, Sweden. Designed to reflect their
use they feature multi-faceted honey comb
with a stretch textured hexagonal pattern on
each face. Visible from the street the hives
are tended daily, and provide honey for sale
to customers visiting the supermarket below.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related
image that could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date

Event / Description

Venue / Contact

Jul,Wednesdays
1,8, 15, 22, 29

Summer Practical Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Regular evening training sessions.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

Jul, Sun 5th

Go Green at Gatton Show (12:00 - 17:00)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Gatton Park, Reigate
Mike Hill

Jul, Sat 11th

Basic Assessments (1st sessions) (from 10:00)
Candidates willl be notified of individual start times.

Henfold Apiary
Celia Perry

Jul, Sat 11th

Mickleham & Westhumble Flower Show (14:00 -17:00)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Mickleham Vlg. Hall
Jack Chapman

Jul, Sat 11th

RBKA Summer BBQ and Topping Out (from 17:45)
Fun get-together and celebration of the pavilion build.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

Jul, Sun 12th

RSPCA Funday 2015 (timing tba)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Sth Godstone Animal Centre

Jul, Sat 18th

Leigh Flower Show (12:00 -17:00)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Leigh
Eddie Webster

Jul, Sat 18th

South Holmwood VPA (13:00 -16:00)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

South Holmwood
Mike Hill

Jul, Sun 19th

Surrey Wild Life Trust (timings tba)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Bay Pond, Godstone
Mike Hill

Jul, Thur 23rd

Basic Assessments (2nd sessions) (from 10:00)
Candidates willl be notified of individual start times.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Cornwall

Jul, Sat 26th

Wotton & Abinger Flower Show (timings tba)
Promoting RBKA and beekeeping, and selling honey.

Venue tba
Paul Cleaver

Jul, Fri 31st

Extraction Day Preparation (13:00 - 18:00)
Collecting supers and equipment, prep. and set-up in hall.

Henfold/Newdigate
Andrew Cornwall

More dates?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

Comments about and contributions for publication in

Mike Hill

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
Oslo Hives photo - www.inhabit.com
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
Celebrating Bees and Beekeeping
Whether or not you consider the hive enclosures shown on the front page practical or even
attractive, the sense of pride in the honey bee that they convey is surely very clear.
Our own magnificent new pavilion building at Henfold Copse, is another tangible example of
how passions for bees and beekeeping can be expressed. The combination of maybe modest
donations from the many and extraordinary donations from an exceptional few, allows us now
to share our passion for bees and beekeeping between ourselves and importantly with the wider
public in new ways. As perhaps already demonstrated by the recent ‘Beekeeper for a Day’ event.
The undoubted success of the even more recent ‘Taster Day’ event at Mickleham was surely
due to a combination of passion behind the presentations given, and the eagerness of the twenty
or so participants to understand and learn. Imagine that combination amplified by the event
being held in our own fully equipped lecture room facility……..
Meanwhile, do make an extra special effort to join in the celebration of the completion of the
shell of that building, during the upcoming Summer BBQ. Let’s make this a REALLY BIG evening.
And of course, this year for the first time …… If Wet, Indoors ! So no excuses.
Now, without becoming too evangelical about beekeeping, observant eyes may have noticed
from the ‘Dates in Your Diary’ listings that during July alone there are no less than seven Village
Shows or Fetes being attended by Reigate Beekeepers. Are you able to help ‘spread the word’
and share your own passion for bees and beekeeping with the public ? If one of these events
is relatively local to yourself, please do contact Mike Hill soon.
As editors, we are also celebrating the minor milestone of a record six contributors of articles
in an edition. Another great example of your passion for Bees and Beekeeping.
‘

Richard & Graham
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Members News
Well Done, Thank You and Best Wishes

by Andrew Buchanan

Twenty two RBKA members have applied to
take the BBKA Basic Exam in July. I have no
doubt that this impressive number is due in
Early in June Bob Maurer hosted a luncheon great part to our Education Programme which
at Henfold Copse for a member of the will hold them all in good stead.
Worshipful Company of Wax Chandlers and his
The best of luck to all taking part.
wife who had bid for the chance to spend a day
of introductory beekeeping at an auction. Aided Don’t forget the BBQ on Saturday 11th July
by Andrew Cornwall and Maggie Minter the when a party of Surrey BKA Trustees and
day proved to be a great success and has another from the Weybridge Division will be
stimulated thoughts of future opportunities to joining us.
spread the word about bees.
Lastly, more great news ….. The full parking
On 27th June our Taster Day was held at area in Henfold Copse is now able to be used.
Mickleham and attended by about twenty
Please park as close to each other as is
members of the public. In addition to the indoor
reasonable and to maximize the number of
presentations on a cross section of beekeeping
spaces. Also, please park so that others are
topics, they were all able to get up close and
able to leave in their own time. Thank you.
friendly with our bees. From the feedback we
Andrew
have received, the event was informative,
01306 712773 or 07879 552582
encouraging and very enjoyable. A big thank
andrewb38@btinternet.com
you to all the team who contributed to the day.

New Fundraising Group
The RBKA Committee at their last meeting approved the creation of a
Fundraising Group, with a very modest budget for consumables.
Fund raising activities will start with cleaning up the wax from the
solar wax melters at Henfold and making some candles and wax
blocks for sale at shows and the Redhill Farmers’ Market.
If you would like to join this group, and / or have ideas for fund
raising please contact Andrew Cornwall.

Questions & Answers
Question - What are Neonicotinoids anyway ?
● Neonicotinoid pesticides are nicotine-like
chemicals that act on the nervous systems
of insects.
● The pesticide targets specific areas of the
insect central nervous system.
● At low levels, they cause nervous
stimulation. However at high levels over
stimulation occurs, which causes paralysis
and death.
● Pesticides made using neonicotinoids are
water soluble, which means they can be
applied to the soil and taken up by the whole
plant.
● Pesticide is therefore detectable in all parts
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

of the plant: roots, leaves, stems, sap, nectar
and pollen.
● Neonicotinoids are often applied as seed
treatments, i.e. coatings applied to the seeds
before planting.
● They pose a lower threat to mammals and
the environment than many older pesticide
sprays.
Debate, lobbying and commentaries about their
use continues, with many legislators reacting
and banning them. Research about their impact
on bees also continues, with no definitive
conclusion, but they remain a severe concern.
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Topical News
Bee Brains - not the short end of the stick !!
In spite of their small brain
sizes, honey bees are very
smart, with a remarkable
ability to learn and recall
things very quickly. Their
brains are about 20,000
times less massive compared
to human brains, and contain
less than a million neurons,
whilst our human brain has
around 80 billion neurons. However, the honey
bee brain is actually ten times denser compared
to a mammal's brain.
The honey bee brain has an oval shape and is
about the size of one sesame seed. The brain
is a very sophisticated sensory system which
gives them excellent sight and smell abilities.
Their small brains are able to make very
complicated calculations on distances and
optimise route plans for different locations.

One third of a honey bee brain is called
Mushroom Body Neurons. This is largely
undeveloped in a house or nurse bee and
until the bee starts to forage. Then this brain
area develops rapidly and is used in critical
memory storage.
If the hive has a shortage of foragers, some
of the nurse bees will switch jobs and become
foragers. This job transition, whether triggered
by age or social cues, involves changes in
thousands of genes in the honey bee brain;
some genes turn on and others turn off. It
actually allows bees to learn and utilise
additional brain power to perform very complex
foraging tasks for nectar, pollen, water and
propolis. Bees must make flying decisions,
weather condition decisions, visual, scent
tracking and tactile decisions. They share
perfect directions with their fellow workers,
give and follow complex directions the first
time, deal with bee enemies and unexpected,
unfamiliar situations. Last of all, decide when
to sacrifice their life for their colony !

How do honeybee brains compare to the
fastest supercomputers we have today ? Our
fastest computer can process one billion
If foraging bees perceive a danger at the
computations per second. A honey bee brain
location they are foraging, and upon returning
can process one trillion computations per
to the hive find another bee communicating
second !
that location in a ‘waggle dance’, the bee
But what is the contribution of instinct, that knows that there is danger will give a
pheromones and automatic behaviour ? It is ‘stop signal’ by buzzing at 380 vibrations/second
true that some bee behaviour is inflexible with and butting with it's head the waggle dancing
instinct guiding their response. But scientists bee who will immediately understand and
do not fully understand honey bee learning stop dancing. No more bees will go to this
and decision making or what it is that triggers location.
their responses. Bees learn from older bees
Their overall ‘intelligence’ benefits the colony.
how to do some hive jobs. They also use
Decisions are made through learning and
what they learn from experience to decide
experience. The process where a swarm reaches
how to respond in the future. They utilise
consensus and selects their preferred new
symbolic communication that is very close
nesting site from the various reports of the
to human communication. Bees form some
‘scout’ bees is a complex decision make process.
lifelong memories. They know how to conserve
valuable energy by hanging almost motionless Research in Australia has demonstrated that
together in a swarm. They remember, organise they can recognise different colours, and
their decisions, and process how many then use their memory of these colours to
landmarks they pass during foraging flights. find and guide their way through a maze.
Honey bees display fifty nine distinct behaviours Scientists are still discovering how honey bee
that scientists have classified; which compares brains work. The closer they look, the more
well with the widely recognised as highly intelligent amazed they become.
dolphins, which have only about twice that
based on an article by Emery Dann, Samona BKA
many at one hundred and twenty three.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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New Honey Regulations

advice from Adam Leitch

For information, new legislation came into DEFRA’s overview , supplied courtesy of the
effect on 24th June 2015 regarding the Bee Farming Association, indicates that the
‘Honey (England) Regulations 2015’ …
selling of Honey in England.
● Consolidates all existing rules on honey in
one place.
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/13 ● Clarifies that pollen is not considered an
48/pdfs/uksi_20151348_en.pdfhttp://www.
ingredient in honey for the purposes of
legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/1348/pdfs/uks
labelling rules.
i_20151348_en.pdf
● Replaces the reference to ‘EC’ by ‘EU’ for
the labelling of blended honey (Lisbon
Heavy reading certainly, but the key point is
Treaty)
that they are, in the main, just clarifications
● Introduces the use of improvement notices
of existing regulations.
for any breach of the Regulations and the
First Tier Tribunal to help resolve disputes.
The full set of regulations can be found at:

Education News
Education Report

by Andrew Cornwall

The British weather has been very kind to us
again this year, with no Wednesday evenings
missed due to rain so far. The weekly themes
have all been done well before the first day of
Basic Assessments. We have even managed to
fit in some extras, including a disease
inspection demonstration by one of our Master
Beekeepers, Bob Maurer. Hopefully, the Basic
candidates are feeling well supported and
almost ready to take the assessment. We have
a record twenty two candidates this year.
I put a whole lot of leaflets about the National
Honey Show on the sign-in table at Henfold
after the Spring Convention. Hopefully, you
have all taken note of the details. I also enjoy
revisiting Jamie Ellis’s talks on YouTube.

The RBKA Executive Committee has decided to
implement some changes in the way we
provide opportunities for Improvers (all
members who have passed the Basic). Due in
part to shortly having twenty two more!
Details to be announced soon.
I am still planning ahead for workshops once
we have the pavilion fully up and running. If
there is a topic that you would like covered, do
please let me know. The Mead Group raced
away from the flag and has enough mead
brewing to float a battleship. However, Vince
Gallo tells me that he has not yet received all
of the membership fees promised from
members. If you want to secure some bottles,
please talk to Vince at Henfold.

Extraction Days - Fri. 31st July and Sat. 1st August

by Andrew Cornwall

Assuming that we will have enough honey to We also need new members to come along and
extract to make hiring Newdigate Village Hall learn how to extract honey.
worthwhile, we will need members to help
It may seem a simple process, but there is a
during the two days.
lot to learn if you are to stay on the right side
The Friday ‘set-up tasks’ include: removing of the almost twenty different Acts and Regusupers at Henfold; delivering supers and lations covering the extraction, labelling and
equipment from Henfold to the hall; and sale of honey. (See article at top of this page.)
preparing and setting-up equipment in the
All offers of help to me please, either at
hall. Lots of help needed !
Henfold or send me an email message.
On Saturday, we need experienced hands to
run each station round the hall and lots of help A sign-up sheet for new members will also be
with numerous other tasks.
on the sign-in table at Henfold.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Congratulations … and Good Luck Wishes

from Celia Perry

Firstly, many congratulations to Andrew Cornwall on his success in
passing Module 2 (Honeybee Products and Forage) and to
Alan Berridge on success in passing Module 6
(Honeybee Behaviour).
And then … good luck to all those twenty two members about to take their Basic
Assessment on either the 11th or 23rd July.

Equipment News
Jars, Lids and Varroa Treatments + Extractor Hire
The June gap is now over and hopefully your
bees are now busy filling up your supers with
honey. Before long, we will need to start
thinking about extracting and bottling our
honey, as well as Autumn varroa treatments.

by Richard Stuart

Completed order forms must be returned with
full payment to Richard no later than
Wednesday 29th July. Orders received after
this date or without payment will not be
processed.

Reigate BKA will again provide an ordering All orders will be delivered to Henfold and will
service for members who want to order jars be available for collection from Henfold apiary
and lids, as well as Apiguard, Oxalic and Acetic on Wednesday 12th August.
acid treatments.
The Divisions four Extractors are also available
Orders placed with the club will be delivered for weekly hire at a cost of £10. There are two
directly to Henfold Apiary for collection on a 9 frame electric extractors, one 9 frame
Wednesday night, thereby avoiding the manual extractor and one 2 frame manual
significant carriage costs associated with extractor.
deliveries of glass and acid.
To hire please contact Richard Stuart.
To take advantage of this service, please either
Available on a first come first served basis.
collect an order form from Richard Stuart (or
Alison Payne) on a Wednesday evening, or Please make sure you clean them thoroughly
download it from the web site, click here.
before promptly returning after use.

New Beekeeping Experiences
The Lost and Found Queen - Persistence Pays
I have an out apiary through the club system
at Headley that I started last Autumn with
fellow Reigate member Jim Cooper. On
Sunday the 7th June we wanted to find a queen
in a large colony in a poly hive.

by Alan Berridge

A search did not find the queen, and two split
hives were established by the original location
with the intention of re-queening both.

However, Jim was persistent in finding the lost
queen and on my return from clearing up the
We moved the poly hive a short distance and bits and pieces from the erection of a storage
then set up a temporary hive on the original box, he announced that he had found the
location. Flying bees flew back to the poly hive. queen, on the floor by the bush surrounded by
attendants.
Then using a further hive we split the poly hive
brood frames into six pairs between the two Again it was difficult to contain her, but getting
hives at the remote location.
her back in a queen clip she was returned to
one split hive, and I have re-queened the other.
Jim noticed the queen when examining the
second pair, and then the fun began. She
Persistence certainly pays when you lose a
avoided my pick up and after moving around
queen - and you need a little luck !
she flew of into a bush.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Events News
Summer BBQ & Topping-Out Ceremony
If you have not already,
made a firm commitment to
come along to Henfold on
Saturday 11th July to join
in our Summertime social
get-together. Do so NOW.
Bring the family, and friends
even, the more the merrier.
Proceedings (ie the cooking)
start at 6 pm, and this year
we will also be marking the
official ‘Topping-Out’ of our
pavilion building with a brief
ceremony at 7 pm.

Adult Bee Disease Clinic
- Saturday 1st August The Autumn clinic is currently planned to be
run on the same day as the Extraction Day,
although exactly where Bob Maurer’s team
of sample preparers (bee grinders) and
microscopists will set-up shop is still to be
confirmed. The examination of all your sets of
samples (approx 30 dead bees per hive) will
concentrate on Nosema sp. Time permitting,
testing for acarine may also be undertaken, so
members can see how it is done.
Click here for advice about how to take samples
of your bees.
Testing your bees is an important part of your
bee husbandry, so ensure you take full
advantage of this opportunity. Samples will be
able to be delivered to the clinic from 10:30
am on Saturday 1st, or if that is not possible
there are three other options :-

With us will be guests, including
trustees from Surrey BKA and
Committee
Members
from
Weybridge Division ……… all keen
to see what RBKA has been doing
‘down in the woods’. They will be
sure of a big surprise.

1. You can bring them to Henfold Copse
on Wednesday 29th July.
2. Leave them in a wooden box outside
Bob Maurer’s house, (19 Fairlawn
Drive, Redhill, RH1 6JP), from
Wednesday 29th July until 8:00 am on
Saturday 1st August.
3. Supply them to a willing member who
will be delivering their own samples
somehow.

Let Andrew Buchanan know if you are
coming, numbers in party and salads/deserts
you will bring ……. ASAP. Officially by 1st July,
but we are sure a few days grace will be allowed.
See website for full reservation info and what
to bring with you on the evening … click here.

Volunteers will be both welcome and
needed on the day to prepare samples
for testing.
If you are able to assist, and learn, please
advise Bob either at a Henfold meeting,
or mobile - 07740 707500

Wednesday 26th August, at
The Six Bells, Newdigate, from 8.00 pm
Our ‘last Wednesday in August’ party has for some
years marked the end of weekly meetings and training
sessions at Henfold. This year, however, some sessions
will extend into and possibly to the end of September.
So the party will instead celebrate the Harvesting
and Extraction of the years honey crop from the
Divisions and and our own hives.
Make a note in your diary NOW to join in the
celebrations with pub garden games and buffet snacks.
Look out for reservation details on the website, in next
months
and at Henfold meetings.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Swarm Stories
You don’t get them like this one very often !

by Graham Fyson

Most swarm calls present very different Looking back at the tree, I was again amazed
situations for the collector, and can on to see that there remained what would
normally constitute a decent looking swarm
occasion become very memorable.
still hanging from another stem. So we
On a Friday in late June, I took a call about two
repeated the lopping process and got another
swarms in the same Leylandii in Fetcham. One
quarter of a bucketful. A fourth trip up the
was apparently very high and one at about
ladder enabled me to get another cluster.
three metres. The caller had a ladder I could
use, so off I went with my collecting box, a Tipping them into the box I was conscious that
it was getting a bit tight for space. However I
converted wine box with a sliding lid added.
stood the box on end leaving a narrow gap at
On my arrival the upper swarm had joined the
the bottom, and within a fairly short time most
lower one and was overhanging the
of the stragglers had joined the main body.
neighbour’s boundary. Surrounded by fairly
thick greenery, it was going to be tricky to box. I kept the swarm in the box overnight, and the
I would need the ladder leaning on the fence, following morning I hived the swarm at the
and ideally also three pairs of hands. One to Mickleham apiary.
hold onto the ladder, one to hold my box, and
My photograph gives some idea of its size.
one to shake the branch - if I could work out
which one it was hanging from amongst the
mixture of leaves, stems, and mass of bees.
With the ladder at an angle of forty five
degrees, I was able to prop myself, braced
with my left knee. Holding the box with my
right arm, I pushed it under the swarm and
with my left hand grabbed what felt a likely
main stem … and gave it a good jerk.
Bees dropped as intended into the box, albeit
with the usual thousand or so bees also all
over my head and shoulders. I carefully
descended the ladder, put the box on the
ground and gratefully slid the lid over what
seemed like a pretty decent sized swarm. I
was feeling pretty pleased with my success,
until I looked back at the tree. There still
seemed to be as many bees left as there were
By the following Wednesday the brood box was
to start with ! But where was the Queen ? I
well drawn out, the queen miraculously was
was a bit stuck now because my only box was
found and marked, and there was no
now in use.
hesitation in adding a super. By the Thursday
The only solution was to use another container evening, even this was being drawn out nicely.
for short term transportation and the
Far and away the largest swarm I have ever
householder kindly found me a large black
collected, and from now on I will include a light
rubber bucket with a handle.
weight bucket in my collecting gear.
I could see there was a thickish stem
It is a blessing that a swarm can be collected
supporting the remaining bees. So I consulted
in increments, and not take it into their heads
with the owner and borrowed his long handled
to disperse if clumsily disturbed.
lopper. Now also kitted out with protective
clothing, he was able to stand at a distance As many of you will already be discovering, the
and operate the cutter - when I had the bucket bees will not wait for beekeepers to be ready
in place below the bees. It worked a treat and and equipped to re-house them.
I added half a bucketful of bees to the box.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Questions & Answers
Question - Do bees perform different types of dances ?
direction every so often. She then distributes
nectar again, and usually repeats the dance
three times. This dance does not give directional
information. The audience bees fly out in
search of the food source that they know
must be close by, and has been ‘scented’ by
Some of the simple communication dance
the original dancing forager.
moves include :The Sickle Dance
● Tremble Dance - used by returning foragers
to encourage other workers to assist in This is a figure of eight dance without any
waggle in the middle. It is used for food sources
unloading their nectar.
● Shaking Tremble Dance - a variation of that are an intermediate distance away.
the Tremble which is a request to be groomed.
● DVAV (dorsoventral abdominal vibrating The Waggle Dance
dance) - this recruits more bees to forage
during a sudden or plentiful flow of nectar. This communicates a more complex message
● Buzzing Run Dance - associated with and is again a figure of eight dance, but it
swarming. It starts when a bee runs in a includes a straight section of waggling in the
straight line whilst buzzing its wings, and middle which communicates both the direction
collides with another bee, they touch antennae and distance to the food source.
buzz again and run off to collide with more
bees. The dance and collisions cascade
across the hive, with bees buzzing, running,
and colliding until they swarm.
● Break Dance - a variant of the Buzzing
Run and performed by a swarm before
flying off to their new home.
● Beeping - this is when ‘scout’ bees who
believe that the potential nesting site they
have discovered is preferable to one that
another ‘scout’ bee is trying to communicate
by dancing. They butt the dancing ‘scout’ Direction of the food source is indicated by the
bee and let out a high-pitched noise to put direction the dancer faces during the waggle
section of the dance. Waggling while facing
the bee off their dance stride.
straight upwards indicates it is in the direction
The most complex communication and the of the sun; waggling at 60º to the left of upward
best choreographed dances are those associated indicates the source is 60º to the left of the sun.
with telling other workers about the location The dancing bee also emits sounds during the
of good forage (or a new nesting site).
waggle run that helps her audience determine
Foragers returning from a good location will direction in the darkness of the hive. The
run and push other workers performing a number of waggles during the dance indicates
Jostle Dance to tell other bees they are the energy it will take to fly to the source and
about to do an important dance. A variation its distance. For a great David Attenborough
of this called the Spasmodic Dance includes video explaining the waggle dance click
food sharing and has a similar objective.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p007vgtw
Honey bees are certainly accomplished dancers
with different choreography for different
occasions. Dancing is one of their prime ways
of communicating, and the messages can be
both complex and simple.

The Round Dance

(A form of waggle dance is also performed by
This dance is used for food sources that are ‘scout’ bees from a swarm cluster.)
close to the hive (25 - 100 m or less). The
dancing forager first distributes some of her
Inspired by a Dan Basterfield Lecture
nectar, and then runs in a small circle, switching
Adapted from the ‘ Miss Apis Mellifera’ blog
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Website News
All New Items on the Members Website
The Members website is regularly updated and added too. If you have not visited the site and
browsed since the last
was published, these are some items that may be new to you.
Catch-up now … click on the items to view in full.

Summer BBQ & Topping Out 11th July

July in Your Apiary

This year, our regular celebration of
summer for members, families and
friends alike, takes on an even greater
significance. Not only will we enjoy
each others company, but we will also
welcome SBKA Council guests joining us for the
‘Topping-Out’ of the pavilion building.
The BBQ and celebrations will of course be at the …

In July, you are rewarded for all
your careful planning, swarm
prevention interventions and
general husbandry of your
colonies. This year the summer nectar flow started
slowly in the 3rd week of June with blackberry.
However, daily temperatures increased significantly
in the last week of the month and we …

Good Luck to all taking Basic Assessments

Beekeeper for a Day Auction Prize

Such has been the unprecedented demand from members
to take their BBKA Basic & Junior Assessments this year that
there have had to be TWO assessment sessions arranged during July.
The first session is during Saturday 11th July …

The inaugural and prestigious Lord
Mayor of London’s Ball, held on
October 17th 2014, included a Silent
Auction of Prizes donated by many City
institutions in aid of the Lord Mayors
Appeal Charity. The auction raised over £100,000
that will support the appeals four Community based
charities: Beating Bowel Cancer, Raleigh …

Surrey County Honey Show - Results

July Tips Checklist
In July our bees should be at
their maximum strength to take
full advantage of the summer
flowers.

2015 Bees & Honey Show Report
The ‘Bees & Honey’ marquee, on its
new location within Guildford’s Stoke
Park show-ground, continued to be
one of the star attractions at this years show on the
Spring Bank Holiday Monday. All the displays,
stalls and show benches were busy throughout …

Although we are now past the longest day and the queen
will be reducing her rate of laying eggs, we still need to
ensure that the queen has space to lay and our colonies
have enough space to store nectar and pollen.

BBKA Membership ‘Card’

Toilet Humour

If you may still be wondering when your
2015/16 BBKA Membership card will
arrive … and if you have received your
June edition of BBKA NEWS … then it
has already!
The yellow address insert sheet, included within the
plastic wrapper around the magazine, incorporates the
card (see image).

website

Although the first of the two loos in the
Henfold Pavilion development is already
being commissioned, complete with its
disabled user facilities, the installation of
the second standard WC has yet to be
commenced. Perhaps this will only be a “bog
standard” loo facility.
But, where there are beekeepers, there is perhaps …

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and NEXT
BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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